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We give a natural definition of multivariate divided differences and we construct 
the multivariate analog of Lagrange interpolation. We consider Hermite inter- 
polation in the plane case only. We also give a multivariate representation of a 
function f in terms of the above mentioned interpolating polynomials and divided 
differences. 
In this paper we present a natural definition of multivariate divided 
differences. We also generalize Lagrange and Hermite interpolation to the 
multivariate case. This gives a linear projection from C”(Rk) (the space of 
continuous functions onRk) onto fl,-,+,(Rk) (the space of k-variate 
polynomials of total degree <r - k + l), where r + 1 is the number of inter- 
polation “knots”. 
For another, closely related, approach to multivariate Lagrange-Hermite 
interpolation, namely, Kergin interpolation, we refer to 12, g-121. Kergin 
interpolation in the Lagrange case gives a linear projection from the space 
Ck-‘(R k, onto n,(R “). 
The authors in [2] gave a related but different definition of multivariate 
divided differences, suitable for Kergin’s approach. 
Some basic formulas presented here were anounced in [6 1. They are 
analogous to the one-dimensional ones (see [3]). 
In our investigation multivariate B-splines play important role. They were 
introduced by de Boor (see [ 11) who followed the geometric interpretation of 
the univariate B-splines given by H. B. Curry and I. J. Schoenberg (see 141). 
The recurrence relations of Micchelli for the multivariate B-splines and the 
related linear functionals we shall use often. 
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1. MULTIVARIATE B-SPLINES 
We begin with the definition of the univariate divided differences for 
distinct points: 
It O,..., trl f(t) := 2 
f Cti) 
izo (ti - to) * * * (ti - ti- l)(ti - ti+ ,) . . . (ti - t,) - 
It is easy to check the following useful relation 
From this relation we readily get the familiar recurrence relation for the 
divided difference 
[to ,***9 t,l f(t) = [t OY..r t,-11 f(t) - It1 3***, 4.1 f(t) co - t, (2) 
The Hermite-Genocchi representation for the divided difference of a 
smooth function is 
It 0,...,r,]f(t)=j pyv,t,+ -*a +v,t,)dv, a** dv,, (3) 
Ql 
where Qr = {(v , ,..., vr) 1 XT=1 vi < 1, vj > 0, j = l,..., r} and v. = 1 - xi= 1 Vi* 
To prove (3) (see [ 131) it is enough to check that the right hand side 
integral in (3), as well as the left hand side, satisfies the recurrence relation 
(2). 
Let us denote as in [ 121 
I [xo,...,x,l f := jQTf(VOXO + *.. + %X7 dv1 .** dv,, (4) 
wherexiERk, i=O ,..., r andfiRk+R. 
Now on account of relations (l), (3) we have 
i 
(O - fi)f(t))“’ Ito ,..., f,l =I [I o ,...( t ,-,, ‘,+ ,,,.., t,] F’)* 
If we set f+l) := q9, we get 
I @ - tj)‘p’(t) + r * I o (..., tr, p =(,, ,...( tj- I. @ kj....d,l [I 1. ,+,*....[A 
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This relation is easily generalized to multivariate 
xi E Rk, i = 0 ,..., r. 
Explicitly, we have 
j [x0 ,...,xq Dx-x/f(X) + r jrxo ,,,,xrl f = j [x0 ,.... xj-l,d+l,,.., xr] 
functions f: R k -+ R and 
f* (5) 
To prove this it is enough to check it for so called “ridge” functions 
f(x) = f(x, ,***3 xk) = &,x1 
where g is a univariate function (for this 
For “ridge” function f we have 
i 1x0 (...( xr, f = Lo ,...( ,k’] g and 
t * ’ ’ + &x,) = g(h), 
method see [9]). 
D,-,jf(X) = (AX - AXj) g’(AX)e 
Therefore (5) is reduced to the univariate case. 
Now let y = CjZOpixi, p = CFZOpi. Then we find from (5) the relation 
In particular if p = 0, then (6) reduced to the following Micchelli’s relation 
(cf. [121) 
(7) 
We now recall the definition of the k-variate B-spline with knot set 
(X0,..., xr}, r 2 k + 1, volk[xo ,.,., xr] # 0, where 
[x0,..., x’]:= x ,A1 
I I iF0 
ViXi, i vi= l,vj>o,j=o )..., r . 
i=O I 
The condition imposed on x0,..,, x’ implies existence of a proper simplex 
u = [ yO,..., y’] in Rk with vertices yi, i = O,..., r having the same first k 
coordinates as xi, i = O,..., r, respectively (see [ 5]), that is, y’ E R’, i = 0 ,..., r, 
y” = (x0 ,...) ,..., y’ = (xr ,...) and vol, u # 0, u = [v” ,..., ~‘1. 
Now de Boor’s definition of the k-variate B-spline at x E R k, x = (x, ,..., xk) 
is 
M(x 1 x0,..., xr> = VO~,_~{YECTIY~=X~,~=~,...,~} 
vol, 0 
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In one dimension this is just the Curry-Schoenberg geometric inter- 
pretation of univariate B-spline [4]. 
The following important relation implies the independence of 
44(x 1 x0,.*., xl) from the choice of y’, i = 0 ,..., r. 
I RXf(~) M(x I x0,..., xr) dx = r! / f. [x~,...,xrl 0-U 
The proof of this relation is based on familiar change of variables t = 
0 I,..., t,)= voyo + *** + v,y’. 
Still to have (8) also for r = k, let us define 
M(x I x0,..., x”) = & ) 
k 
where u = [x0,..., x”] and x,, is the characteristic function for cr. 
Combining relations (5) and (8) we get 
I M(x 1 x0,..., xr) D,-J(x) dx + r Rk I Rk M(x I x0,..., xl> f(x) dx 
= s M(x ) x0 ,..., xi- ‘, xj’ ’ ,..., xl) f(x) dx. Rk 
If the splines M(x I x0 ,..., x’) and M(x I x0,..., $-l, x’+ I,..., xl) are 
continuous then by a standard argument M(x ] x0,..., xr) has continuous 
partial derivatives and 
D,j-,M(X 1 X”~***, xr) + (r - k) M(x I x0,..., xl) 
= r e M(x ( x0 ,..., xi-‘, $+I,..., xr). (9) 
This relation was presented in [7] in greater generality, here we have 
proved it by the method similar to Micchelli’s in [ 131. 
From (9) we easily get for y = Cf=o~ixi and p = C;=opi. 
D y-rxM(x Ix0,..., xr) + ,u(r - k) M(x I x0,..., x’) 
= r x piM(x) x0 ,..., Xi-‘, Xitl ,..., Xl). 
i=O 
(10) 
We mention that two important special cases of (lo), namely, the cases 
(i)p = 0, (ii) p = 1, x = y = Cj=o~ixi, were found earlier by Micchelli [ 121 
and (i) was independently found by Dahmen [5]. 
We have proved here relations (9), (10) under the condition that all the B- 
splines appearing there are continuous. Of course the latter is the case if the 
64013413.6 
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points x0,..., x’, t 2 k + 1 are in general position, that is every k + 1 points 
from {x0,..., xr} are affinely independent. In spite of this conjugate relations 
(5), (6) and (7) hold without restrictions. 
Finally we present Micchelli’s recurrence relation (see [ 13 1) which in the 
univariate case is due to Meinardus: 
I 
02 
M(x 1 x0,..., xy = r 
1 t- 
r+k-lM((l - t) x0 + tx 1 xl,..., xr) dt, (11) 
whenever volL[xl,..., xr] # 0. 
2. MULTWARIATE DIVIDED DIFFERENCES 
The following definition differs from the one presented in (21 on the value 
of modulus of the multi-integer a = (a, ,..., ak). 
DEFINITION. Let x0 ,..., xr E Rk, volk(xo ,..., x’] # 0, a = (a, ,..., ak), Ial = 
aI + a.. + ak = r - k + 1 and let f be sufficiently smooth. Then the k-variate 
a-divided difference of the function f at x0,..., x’ is 
where 
M(x 1 x0,..., x’) D “f(x) dx, 
and 
D” = (&)a’ . . . (&)uk, a!=a,! . ..a.!, 
[x0,..., xk-l j”f:=(k- l)!i f =: j-(x0,..., XkP1 ). 
[xO,...J-I] 
Let us now introduce some notation: 1: := collection of subsets of (O,..., n) 
of cardinality m. 
We briefly write, for i = (i, ,..., ik-,) E ZL, 
(xi} := {XiO,..., xi,-,}. 
We set 
lyl xi,o . . . xfk-1 
d(x’, y, y) := * ‘. . 
Yk 
ik-i xfp ..* Xk 
for y = (y, ,..., yk) E R k, i = (i. ,..., i,- J E Z;, y E R. 
Let also e’ E Rk, (e’)j = Sj, j = l,,.., k. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
VOlk[x/o,..., x’q # 0 for 
Then 
where 
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x 0 ,..., x’ E Rk be in general position, that is, 
all (jo,...,jk)EI;+l, a=(a, ,..., ak)t jaj=r-k+ 1. 
[X0,..., xry f = x CSf{x’}, 
icl’, 
cq = (-I)‘-k+’ ‘! nf= 1 4x’, er, 0) 
a! (k - 111 II,+io,,..,~x-l 4x’, ~‘3 1) 
for i = (i, ,..., i,-, )* Alsof(x’} := f{x’O )...) xik-1). 
The following Lemma 1 is interesting in itself and it is crucial in the proof 
of Theorem 1. To establish it we need some preliminaries. 
Let volk[xo,..., x’] # 0. Regions which are bounded but not intersected by 
the convex hull of k points from {x0,..., xr} we shall call p-regions. 
It is not diflicult to prove (with the help of (10)) that M(x 1 x0,..., xl) is a 
polynomial of total degree <r - k in every p-region and, if x0,..., xr are in 
general position then M(x ] x0,..., xr) E Crmk+ ’ (Rk) (see [5,7, 121). 
Thus #%4(x ] x0,..., x’), / p] = r - k, is constant on every p-region E, let us 
denote it by D4M/E. 
If E,, E, are neighbouring p-regions with common side contained in 
[x10,..., xik-l ] then we set 
A, I”,; D4M := A,,,, ,...,xik-,I 1:: DDM(x ) X0,***, Xr) := D4M IE, - D”M lEz. 
By the right hand side (left hand side) of [~~a,..., xik-l] we mean the half- 
space {x ] d(x’, x, 1) > 0}, (CO), where i = (i, ,..., ikml). 
LEMMA 1. Letx’ ,..., x’ E R k be in general position, fi = (/I, ,..., Pk), I /3 = 
r - k and E,, E, be neighbouring p-regions with common side contained in 
A := [xi0 ,..., xik-l], i = (i, ,..., ik-,). 
Then 
’ A, 1;; D4M(x I x0,..., xr) = 
(k” I)! 
nf= 1 4x’, e’, 0) 
nlei o....,ik-, d(X’, X’, 1) ’ 
if E, is on the right hand side of A. 
ProoJ: Assume that x0 is on the left hand side of A and that r > k. 
Let x be in the interior of E, and let it be such that 
(i) The half-line (x” + t(x -x0), t > 1) first intersects the side A. 
(ii) It intersects different sides [go,..., .x?~-I] at different points. 
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Since r > k, we have / PI > 0 whence for some m, p,,, > 0. Set /I - em = 
cP,,...,Pm-*9Pm- L&+,,..., Pk). Then Micchelli’s formula (11) gives 
D~-~~M(x I x0,..., xl) = r 
1 
O” t-2D4-emM(~o + t(x -x0) / xl,..., xl) dt 
1 
= r . M(x 1 xl,..., xr) 
D5-emM(xo + t: (x - x0) Ixl,..., xr> 
+rK1 ( - D5-emM(Xo + t,(x -x0) 1 xl,..., xr) 
7 ti 
1; 
where t, are all the values of t at which the half-line (x0 + t(x -x0), t > 1) 
intersects sides ($6 ,..., &l), j’ = (j’ o ,..., ji-,) E 1;. If s is sufficiently small 
then by (ii) the half-lines (x0 + t(x -x0), t > 1) and (x0 + t(x + se”’ - x0), 
L > 1) intersect he same sides. Therefore 
f [D4-emM(x + sem 1 x0 ,..., xr) - D4-emM(x Ix0 ,..., x’)] 
=r.F+ ‘-’ 
( ) Cl 
[DB- ‘“M(x” + t: (x - x0) I xl,..., xl) 
s/ 
Since 
- DD-e’?4(xo + t;(x -x0) 1 xl,..., x’)]. 
4x”, x0 + t,(x - x0), 1) = d(x”, x0 + t,,(x + sem - x0>, 1) = 0, 
it follows that 
d(x”, em, 0) 
d(x”, x0, 1) ’ 
Hence 
D”M(x 1 x0,..., xr) 
= -c , $,’ ;I’ ;; [DB-emM(~o + t:(x - x0) 1 xl,..., xl) > > 
- Db-emM(~o + t;(x -x0) I xl,..., x’)]. 
Now by (i) we get 
A, 1:; D”M(x I x0,..., xr) = r i$’ $’ yi A, I”,; D4-emM(x 1 xl,..., xr). (12) 
3 7 
We now pass to the case r = k, hence jI = (0 ,..., 0). 
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Since x0 is on the left hand side of A, Id(x’, x0, l)\ =4(x’, x0, l), it 
followe that 
A, 1;; M(x 1 x0, xi”,..., xi”-‘) = 
1 
d(x’, x0, 1) * (13) 
Notice, since A, 1:; M = -A, 1:; M the relations (12), (13) hold unchanged 
if x0 is on the right hand side of A. 
It now remains to combine relations (12), (13). 1 
COROLLARY. We have the following equality 
where E, , E, ; E; , ES are park of neighbouring p-regions with common side 
contained in [xi0 ,..., xik-l] and E,, E; are on the right hand side of 
[xi,,..., xi&-l]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let a = (a, ,..., a,J, a,,, > 0. On account of the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1 it is not difficult to get 
D”f (x) M(x 1 x0,..., xr) dx 
Denote by R the collection of all p-regions. Then we have 
j 
,,$ f (x) Da-emA4(x I x0,..., xr) dx 
m 
=& 
D”-emM IE 
I -&f(x)dx m 
D”-emM IE . 
I 
d(f(x)dx,A...Adw,_,Adx,+,A...Adxk). 
E 
The above corollary and Stokes’ Theorem give 
=- c &I ,...) xik-,] 1; M(x I X0Y9 x7 
(iO,....ik-,)cI~ 
*i (x,o ,..., x,k-,, f(x) dx, A .a. A dxm-, A dx,+, A a.. A dx,. 
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To complete the proof, we notice that 
I f(x)dx,A...Adx,_,Adx,+,A...Adxk [xkl,...,xkII 
= d(x’, em, 0) j-(x’}. 
and make use of Lemma 1. 1 
3. LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION IN Rk 
THEOREM 2. Let x0,..., x’ E Rk be in general position and yi, i E I;, are 
real numbers. 
Then there exists a unique k-variate polynomial P of total degree not 
exceeding r - k + 1 such that 
P(x’} = yi, iEI;. 
ProoJ Consider the map 
A:n,-,+,(Rk)+RN, N= 
defined by (lip), = P{x’}, i E I;. 
Since dim 17,-,+,(Rk) = dim(RN) = (‘fk’), it is enough to prove that 
(AP), = 0, Vi E ZL force P = 0. 
Indeed from Theorem 1 and P{x’} = 0, i E I;, we have ix’,..., x’]O P = 0 
for all a, lal=r-k+ 1. 
This means that the total degree of P is <r -k + 1. Now we apply 
Theorem 1 to the points x0,..., XI- ’ and similarly get [x0,..., xr-’ 1” P = 0 for 
all a, 1 a I= (r - 1) - k + 1 which means that the total degree of P is <r - k. 
Continuing in this way, we finally obtain P = 0. 1 
We denote by Pf the above unique polynomial for which 
P,(x’} = f{x’}, Vi E I;. 
This we shall briefly write 
Pf’ f-/{x0,..., xr}. 
THEOREM 3. Let x0,..., x’ E Rk be in general position, 
P,= f/(x0,..., Xr}, xERk, (i I,..., ik-,)EzI;-,. 
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Then 
j-(x, Xjl,..., xik-1 } = PJX, xii,..., xi&-1 ] t 
I rI D,-x1.f (14) 1X,X0 . . ..Jrl lzi, ,..., ik-, 
0<l<r 
f {x, xii,..., xi,-,} = Pf{X, i),..., xik-1) 
+ ,$v+* [x,x0,..., X’p f(v, - PJX- xil,***, xik% 
(15) 
where rp, := xa := x71 ..a x:C 
ProoJ: Let 0 < m ,< r, m E {il ,..., i,- ,}. Of course 
I n rI D,-.xU - P& 1X,X0 ,...Xl I+i, ,..., ik-, D,-,rf =j [x,x”,....xrl I+i, ,..., ik-, 
0<i<r O<l<r 
Then we have by Micchelli’s relation (7) 
I n Dx- Af - 5) t.T.xo . . . ..xml lzi, ,..., ik-, 
O<l<m 
= I rI D,-x4.f - Pr) 1x.x0 . . . ..u-11 /fi I,...,ik-l 
o</<m-1 
- I n D,-,Lf - P,). [x0,..., xv I+i ,,....ik-1 
O(/<rn-1 
Since 
I n txu7...Jml /fil....,ik-I D&f - Pf) = 0 
O<l<m-1 
by Theorem 1, the last equality gives (14). 
Equation (15) easily follows from (14). It is not difficult to get (15) as 
well using only the fact that [x,x’,..., x’\“(f--Pf), (a(=r-k+2, is linear 
combination of 
(f - P,){x, Xjl)...) xy, (j, ,..., j&J E IL-1 * I 
Formula (14) is similar to the error formula in Kergin’s interpolation, 
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obtained by Micchelli and Milman [ 11, 12 1. These formulas are analogous to 
the following one-dimensional relation 
f(x) =P(x> + (x-x,) .** (x -x,>[x, Xg,...,Xrlf! 
where P is the unique polynomial of degree <r such that 
p(xi) = ftxi)Y i = O,..., r. 
In the univariate case we have for that polynomial Newton’s represen- 
tation 
P(x) = f(xJ + (x -x&o, x, If + *.- 
+(x-&J)**. (x-x,-I)[xo,...,x,]f. 
The next theorem gives us the multivariate analog of this formula. 
First we shall prove 
LEMMA 2. Let x, xi0 ,..., xi, E Rk, then 
Proof. Let 0= y=(l +s)x-sxim- (x + s(x - xim)). Then Micchelli’s 
formula (7) gives 
o=-- 
I [x,x+s(x--~i~),x~o,...,ximl 
D,S=U+s)j f [x+S(X--X~rn),X~O,....X~rnl 
hence 
1 - 
s [i (xts(x-xim),xro,...,ximl f-L. .&,fl 3’3.3’ 
Now it remains to pass to the limit as s -+ 0. m 
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From (16) readily follows 
D .t--Xh I_ 
f 
[x ,..., X,X~I, . .. . .&II 
=l. 
I f - ‘I,x (...) x xi0 . . . . x’ml ./-- 
(17) 
[X,...,x,xio,...,xim--Ll -' ' 
1+1 / 
Also the analog of (16) for multivariate B-splines is 
D x&J4( y 1 x, xi0 )...) xim) 
= M(y ( x, x, xi0 ,..., xi-l) - M(y ( x, xi0 ,..., xim--l) 
whenever vol,[x, xiO,..., xim] # 0, and where D, = Cf=, Zi(a/aXi). 
THEOREM 4. Let Pf=fl{xo,...,xr}. Then we have 
PAX)= + p, ,,,zlk+l ~x”~**.HmP, - P,,>(xh (18) 
where rp, = xa and Poe = q,/(x’,..., x’~“~-‘\, PqO E 0. 
Proof. On account of Theorem 3 we have 
P fqxo (...( xr,{X, x0,..., xk-* I 
= PflCXO (...( x,A)(x, x0,..*, xk-l 1 
+ -9 
,a,=:k+l 
(x, x0 )...) X-l 1” Pf,fxO (..., Jv, - P,Jx, x01-*, xk-* 1, 
where P,l, is the unique polynomial of the corresponding degree which inter- 
polates f at the set A. 
Since 
I x, x0,..., x r--l 1” Pf,(,O (..., PJ = lx’, x0, . . . . x’-‘1” Pf,(xo ,..., xr) = Ix” ,... 9 x’\“f 
therefore 
P f,,xo (...( xl){x, XOY, xk-2 1 
= pfl,xo ,..., xr-1) {x,x0,..., xk-*} 
+ ,a, =F,+ 1 ‘xoY**y 
x’j”f(cp, - P,,)(x, x0 ).,.) xk-2). 
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Similarly we have 
P f/lx0 ,..., &,{X, x0,..., xk-*J 
= Pf,(.O ,...( xr-*, + x [x0 ,..., x’-‘l”f(p, - PJ(x, x0 )...) Xk-*}. 
lal=r-k 
Continuing in this way, we finally get 
Pf,(,O ,..., +l){X, x0 ,..., Xk-*} = [x” ,..., xk-‘If, 
as can be easily checked. 
If we sum up these relations we get 
Pf(X, x0,..., Xk-*} 
= i c [x0 ,...,Xil”f(u)a - PJ {x,x0 )...) Xk-*}, 
i=k-I lal=i-k+l I 
whence by Lemma 2, the proof is completed. 1 
From this theorem we can readily find the polynomial of total degree 
<<r - k + 1, Pi, ,.,., jk-,, which for the set {x0 ,..., xl} has the property: 
Pjo....,jk_,(XiO,..., x'k-I} = sp::;jp; 
Namely, 
for all (i, ,..., ikwl) E 1:. 
P. lo ,..., jk-,tx) = 2: cE ,..., jkm,((4a - pco,>(x)~ 
la1 =r-k+ 1 
where Pqm =q~,/(x” ,..., x’}\{x’o} and Cj”, ..., j,_, = Cy is given as in 
Theorem 1. 
Let Pqo= ~?,J{x~,...,x"'}, (D,=x~, Ial = m - k+ 1, (i,,...,ik-l)EI~~,. 
Then, of course, Theorem 3 gives 
(19) 
The next lemma gives a striking formula for the value ((D, -P,,)(x). 
LEMMA 3. Let Pqa = rpJ{xO,..., xm}, lal=m-k+ 1, (il ,..., ik-l)EItp:-lr 
2<I<k. Then 
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(p, - P,,){x )...) x, xi1 ,...) xik-1) 
-i- 
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= c ((0, - P,*)(x, dl)...) xjl-1, xi, )...) xi”-‘). (20) 
(j,,...J-I)EI~ 
Ii] ,..., j,&,lflli I,..., i&,1=0 
particular for I = k, 
(cp, - P,,)(x) = (k - l)! z,)E,Fm, (cp, -P,,)W5 a.., xik-l). (21) 
(j,...., 
Proof: Let us prove (20) by induction on 1. It is not hard to obtain from 
(19) 
D x-,j,(p, - PJX, xi1 ,...) xq = ,Z<, (p, - PJX, xn, xi2 ,...) xi”-‘). 
n+rl,....ik-, (22) 
Using Lemma 2 we get (20) for 1= 2, namely, 
(fp, - P,,){x, x, xi2 )...) xik-l} = (q, -PJx, x”, xi* ,..., xi”-‘}. 
n#i2....,ik-1 
Assume that (20) holds for 1= 1,. Hence 
D ,-,&, - P,,)(x )...) x, xi10 )...) xik-q 
ZT.Z 1” D .-xdva 
(j,,...Jlo-,)EI~ 
- co,> 
li,,....ir(l-,ln~i,,,....,ik--ll=O 
{x, x’l)...) XG, xi!0 )...) xik-l). 
We now apply (17) and (22) to the left and right hand side, respectively. 
This gives 
Z,(ql~ - PJX )...) x, xifo+l ,...) xi”-‘} 
= I, 
(j ’ 
(q, - PJX, xi1 )...) A+‘, xi’0 )...) xik-1) 
,,... J,o-,)EI,~ 
+ c c (0, - P,,) 
. . . . jlo-,)E$ nzj ,,.... j,o-,.i,o ,..., ikm, 
, ,..., i~,~,lnli,,,...,ik~~l=0 
(x, d”,..., $k-1, x”, xib+l ,.,., +I} 
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Let us mention that (21) holds also for ‘p, replaced by any polynomial of 
total degree <m - k + 1. 
We now obtain the following interesting analog of (18). 
COROLLARY. Let Pf= f/{x’,..., x’}. Then we have 
P,(x)=(k-l)! i x 
i=k-I (j ,,..., jkm,)El/:: 
X 
I rI 
D,-,I$ 
IX”~~..Jil l+j, ,..., jk-, 
O$/<i-1 
(23) 
Proof: This readily follows from relations (18), (19) and (21). 8 
In particular if all the points x0,..., x” in (23) coincide with x0 then PAX) 
(as in Kergin interpolation [ 11, 121) reduces to the Taylor polynomial offat 
x0: 
The following lemma finds its origin in [lo], where a similar result for 
Kergin interpolation is given. Here we use a weaker hypothesis. 
LEMMA 4. Let x0 ,..., x’ E R k be in general position, 
Pf, = j-,/(x0,..., xr\, n = l,..., m, 
and 
,xi,,...,xil+kl ;, qnf,, = O, v(il,-*, i/+k) E “,+I, 
where qn, n = l,..., m, is a constant coeflcient homogeneous dl@erential 
operator of order 1. Then 
f qnPf,zO. 
n=l 
Proof Denote 
P= 5 4nPfn. 
n=1 
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since 
I 4npf"= j 4nfn I.A,...,di+k] [Xi1 . . . ..Xil+k] 
by Theorem 1 or by Micchelli’s relation (7). 
Once more relation (7) implies for all a, Ia 1 = i - k - I + 1 and i, I + 
k-l<i<r, 
I 
D”P = 0. 
[xo,...,xq 
Indeed, the left hand side is linear combination of 
1 P, (i 17-.7 i,,,) E I;,,, IX’1 ,...,xir+x] 
and since P E n,-,-,+,(Rk) the proof is complete. I 
This lemma readily provides the complex analytic version of our inter- 
polation essentially in the same way as in the Kergin case, for which we refer 
to [9, Sect. 51. 
At the end of this part we give some error estimates, which find their 
origin in [12]. 
LEMMA 5. Let x0 ,..., xr E Rk, Pf= f/(x” ,..., Y) and (il ,..., ikeI) E I;-, . 
Then 
If (x, xii,..., xik-1) - Pf(X, xii,..., Xi,-q1.m(K) 
< $ (dq(K))r--k+l ( y7 
(r-k+ l)! 
la,=fi-k+l a. I 
and 
If(x) - pjJx>IL m(K) 
Ck 
G (r-k+ l)! 
(dq(K))‘-k+l ( C 
Ial =r-k+ 1 
(r - II!’ ‘)! IjDYII:.i~~ “‘3 (25) 
where l/p + l/q = 1, K = [x0,..., xr] and d,(K) = diameter of K in l,, and C, 
is constant depending only on k. 
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Proof. Since the volume of Qr is l/r!, (24) follows from (14). To prove 
(25) we apply Lemma 2 to (15) k times, and then make use of (19), (20). 1 
Let us mention that (25) essentially is the same as error estimate for 
Kergin interpolation [ 121. Thus the result of Micchelli on interpolating a 
function which has an analytic extension to a sufficiently large region 
containing the interpolation points (see Theorem 4 in 1121) holds also in our 
case. 
4. HERMITE INTERPOLATION IN THE PLANE 
We begin this part with the definition of B-splines on hyperplanes. 
Assume that x0,..., x’ E R”’ lie on some hyperplane L of k dimension, 
k < m, that is vol,[x”,..., xrl # 0, vol,, , Ix” ,..., x’] = 0. 
Then we find yi E Rrfmbh, i = O,..., r, such that y’ has first m coordinates 
as xi, i = O,..., r respectively, and 
vol, u # 0, u = [ yO,..., y’]. 
Now the definition looks as before, i.e., for x = (xi ,.,., xm) E L, 
ML(X 1 x0,..., xl) = 
~01,~,{yEcr yi=xi,i= l,..., m} 
vol, (3 
The relation analogous to (8) in this case is 
I 
Lf(X)ML(xIxo )...) xyds=( f(voxO+ ..‘+V,X’)dv, *f* dv,, 
Q’ 
where ds is the volume element in L. 
Now we shall restrict ourselves to the plane case. 
Let x0,..., x’ E R*. 
For every xi, x’, xi # x’, we define the set A,i,jc (x0 ,..., xr) by: X’ E A,i,j 
iff one of the following two assertions holds: 
(i) x’=Ax’+ (1 -n)xi, 0 <A < 1. 
(ii) x’ = xi or x’ = xj and min(i, j) < 1 < max(i, j). 
Let US denote n(x’, x’) = #A,w, where # denotes the cardinality, and 
m(x’) = #(I 1 x1 = x”} (m(xk) is the multiplicity of the knot xk). 
DEFINITION. Interpolating parameters for the set (xO,...,x’} and 
sufficiently smooth function f: R * + R we define as follows: 
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Lr,, = jtAiil ($) “(xr’x’~ - 2fT if xi # 9, 
where jtAXiJJ q is given in (4) and a/an is the derivative with normal direction 
to segment [xi, x’]. Also 
f $p’= pwdf(Xk), a, + a2 < m(xk) - 2, if m(xk) 2 2. 
THEOREM 5. Let x0,..., x’ E R’. Then for every collection of numbers 
(yij, yt142 ) 0 < i, j, k < r, xi # x’, m(x”) > 2, PI + /I2 < m(x”) - 2) 
there exists a unique 2-variate polynomial P of total degree not exceeding 
r - 1 such that 
p.$xl = Yij 3 xi # xj, 0 < i, j < r, 
and 
af”‘;; 
!I 9 
p(x”) = $“fiz, m(x”> > 2, B, + Pl < m(x”> - 2. 
ProoJ Let us first prove that [x0,..., xr]T, for every a, Ial = r - 1, is 
linear combination of interpolating parameters. Micchelli’s relation (7) can 
be used as recurrence relation for multivariate divided difference. This 
reduces our problem to showing that 
is a linear combination of interpolating parameters, where xii,...,xil lie on 
some line L and a/an is normal direction to that line. It is not difficult to 
show that in fact it is a linear combination of the following parameters: 
Indeed 
fxixi 7 X’,x’EL, #A.(,.. = 1. 
j,xi,,...,,,, (;)‘-*f =jL ~L(xIx~~~-J~~) (;)‘-2fdsy 
.&xi= j,A,in (t)‘-2f 
1-2 
= I f dS L 
and ML(x I xii ,..., xi/) is linear combination of ML(x ( A,i,j), #AXi,.. = 1. 
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Now the proof is similar to that of the Theorem 2 since the number of 
interpolating parameters i  (‘: ‘). 1 
COROLLARY. Let x0,..., x’ E Rk and let Pf be the polynomial with inter- 
polating parameters corresponding to f. 
Then formulas for P obtained in the Lagrange case hold unchanged. 
ProoJ This is a consequence of the fact that [x10,..., x’ij”f, for all 
0 < lo,..., Ii < r, la/ = i - 1 is a linear combination of interpolating 
parameters off. I 
Remark. Hermite interpolation in an arbitrary space Rk and another 
proof of Theorem 1, which is based only on Micchelli’s relation (7), will be 
presented in 181. 
In that paper another natural multivariate interpolation procedure, 
preserving the pointwise nature of Lagrange and Hermite interpolation, will 
be given. 
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